State Share Out CBVI 2020 “16 years is 15 too late”

NTACT hosted a virtual Share Out by state teams on August 18, 2020. Below was extracted from the meeting “chat” and accompanies the PowerPoint posted from the event. This is intended as a resource for participants but some of the resources shared may be useful for others. Other visitors to NTACT’s site may also be interested to know what states plan to accomplish in the 2020-2021 year. Please contact ntactmail@uncc.edu, if questions.

Resources Shared

Rehabilitation Services Administration: Pathways to Partnership Webinar - OSERS and DHHS ACIL


Florida: Middle School Map and MS Map Resources and MS Transition Benchmarks

Pennsylvania: Transition Discoveries described in YouTube video with PaTTAN

Virginia Disability Services resources for youth and families

West Virginia: http://www.pathwayswv.org/ and Graduation 20/20

Wisconsin: Wisconsin Graduation Improvement Plan

Matchmaking: These States Should Connect

“Groupings” on related topics from your slides...

- Interagency Collaboration – expanding the team/ roles and responsibilities/ collaborative new work – Colorado, Kansas, Idaho, Michigan, Minnesota, Texas
- Interagency Collaboration – aligning systems – Maryland, Oregon, South Carolina, Vermont
- Family Engagement – improving information to families – Connecticut, Oklahoma
- Family Engagement – partnering with families in the system – Ohio, Rhode Island
• Student-Centered/ Student-Focused/ Student-Driven Planning – California, Georgia, Nebraska (assessment), Pennsylvania (students with complex support needs), Vermont, Virginia (assessment), West Virginia
• Building Local Capacity (professional development, data use, local team planning) – Alaska, California, North Carolina (CTE focus), Missouri, Utah, Wisconsin
• CTE Focus – students succeeding in CTE – Florida, Maine, Wyoming
• CTE Focus – as collaborative partners across systems – Arizona (students with complex support needs), Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, South Dakota

Most teams are focused on many of the above topics (and more!). These are just some “buckets” that may help you consider ways to connect and build from one another’s work moving forward.

From the chat...

California and West Virginia

Arizona and Virginia

Virginia and Wisconsin (you have!)

Florida and Georgia (you have!)

Texas and Oregon (you have!)

**How much fun you had!**

This collaboration was always the dream. So exciting!!!!!!

Fascinating work, everyone! It’s really exciting to hear how awesome you all are!

The sharing is always appreciated - we so enjoy learning and hearing the good work taking place in all the states.

So great to hear what each state is doing! Thank you!

This was like getting great teaser/trailers of all our work!

So many great things going on around our country. Way to go teams!!

Thanks to ALL the states for their hard work and focus on supporting individuals with disabilities.

Excited to see how everyone's plans turn out when we meet up in the future!

Keep the important and excellent work moving forward!